
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION 

WARNING:Please throw off the plastic jackets before assembling.
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FALL HAZARD-To prevent death or serious injury

● Always stay within arm’s reach of your child when using the changing table. Never leave child unattended.

● The changing table is designed for use only with this the playard. Do not use on the floor, bed, counter or other 

 Before each use make sure surfaces. the changing table is properly secured to the playard by pushing down 

firmly in the middle of the changing table.

● Do not use changing table as a sleeping or play area.

● Weight limit for the changing table is 25 lbs(11kg). Do not use the changing table as extra storage. Always 

 changing table when remove the your child is in the playard.

● Do not use changing table if it is damaged or broken.



BEFORE ASSEMBLING THIS PLAYARD AND UNDERSTAND THE 
INSTRUCTIONS. INCORRECT ASSEMBLY MAY MAKE THE 
PLAYARD UNSAFE.
DO NOT USE THIS PLAYARD IF ANY PART IS BROKEN, TORN OR 
MISSING. KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS IN A SAFE PLACE FOR 
FUTURE REFERENCE

Never leave children unattended.
Do not leave anything in the playard such as toys that provide a 
foothold to enable the child to climb out of the playard.
Do not use the playard near naked heat sources, bar heaters, open 
fires, or exposed flames.
Keep the playard clear of trailing cables and hanging cords.
Keep medication, and small items that a child could choke on away 
from the playard.
The thickness of the mattress has been specified to ensure that the 
distance from the top of the mattress to the top of the lowest side or 
end will always be at least 500 mm. This will reduce the risk of children falling out of the playard.
Portable playard with padded rims should not be used if the covering 
material has been torn or bitten through.
To prevent falls the bassinet (if supplied) should not be used once a 
child can sit up.
Before using the playard please check and ensure all top rails are 
locked securely.This playard is designed for use with children who cannot climb out of 
the playard, weigh less than 14 kgs, and who are less than 86 cm tall.
The bassinet (if supplied) is designed for use with children who 
cannot sit up unaided and are not heavier than 9 kgs.
The maximum weight of the child to be placed on the change table (if 
supplied) must not exceed 9 kgs.
Do not place more than one child in the playard  or bassinet at the 
same time. 
Do not try and move the playard while a child is in it.
Do not leave the playard outdoors exposed to direct sunlight.
Keep your fingers clear from corner joints and any moving parts when 
opening or folding the playard.
This product is not intended for commercial use.
Maximum capacity:15kgs.                    Keep away from fire!

   !  WARNINGS



Assemble Baby Playpen
1. Take playpen out of carry bag. (as pic1）

       Photos are for reference onlyParts Details
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playpen Mattress Second Bassinet Anti-slip part   tubes×2Carry bag

2. Take of f Velcro at mattress padding, then take out the playpen. (as pic2）

3. Separate the 4pcs plastic parts top corner at the upper position of 
playpen to the largest distance, and try to gather the plastic parts 
under playpen.(as pic3)

separately , to lock the folding mechanism of dif ferent steel tubes.
ATTENTION: Make sure the central locking mechanism to upper 
le vel, otherwise the locking mechanism among  steel tubes unable to lock.  
WARNING: Before using playpen, make sure the 
folding mechanism among long rails and short rail been 
locked completely, otherwise could hurt childrens.
5. Press down the central locking mechanism until lock it completely 4pcs 
plastic parts  support  under playpen been separated automatically, 
playpen been unfolded completely（as pic5-1) 
Lift the central plastic on the unfold rail and rotate half a circle to lock it.
（as pic5-1)

.
ATTENTION: Unlock Velcro of fabric cap above the central locking 
mechanism to open fabric cover, try to pull red handle of the locking 
mechanism to make sure if it been locked completely .

. 

The button of 
locking mechanism should spring out at this moment, the button level 
should more higher than the central locking mechasnism. 
Please make sure all folding mechanism at long rails and short rails been
locked completely.

(as pic3)
4. Lift up the steel tube on 3 rails among 4pcs plastic parts top corner   



8.pls attention: pls make sure keep open the bassinet on can 
be up and down side(as show 8-1),then put all buckle on 
playpen (as show 8-2)

6.Close the fabric cap of the second lock, by attaching the Velcro. (as pic 6)
7.Pls insert the tube through on another side hole under the bassinet when 
the spring is POP-UP is ok, another tube is same assembling
(as show 7-1 pic),then put the hooks on armrest(as show 7-2/3 pic)
  

  

9(pic 9-1) (pic 9-2 ) (pic 9-3)

8 (pic 8-1) (pic 8-2)

6 7(pic 7-1) (pic 7-2) (pic 7-3)

9.put the mattress within playpen, the soft side is upward(as show 9-1)
Put the Velcro under the mattress through the holes in the upper bassinet 
fabric cover, which position is below the Velcro belt.(as picture 9-2) 
Velcro will be together on backside to fasten the mattress.(as picture 9-3)

10.Adjusted the position of the second layer: Turn on the both side of buckle 
(as pic 10-2), turn upwards middle of rail plastic and release the folding 
lock position(as pic 10-1), meanwhile press two buttons of below the two 
corner and put down and it has three level(as pic 10-3).

5
(pic 5 - 1 ) (pic 5 - 2 ) (pic 5  - 2   lock parts on rail)
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WHERE WHEELS AND BRAKES ARE FITTED

TO FOLD THE PLAYARD

Before placing your child in the playard, apply the brakes and 
ensure that the wheels are locked

11(pic 11-1) (pic 11-2) (pic 11-3)

11. Put the buckle through the hole of loop on the playpen s (as pic 11-1), 
after insert the buckle connect another buckle completely (as pic 11-2).  
another side same assembling.
Adjusted the belt middle of buckle and fix with Mama’s bed.(as pic 11-3)

12.Remove the mattress and set it aside.
13.Lift the flap of the locking mechanism by releasing the velcro fastener.
14.Push the button located in the center of the locking mechanism down.

15.Lift the handle of the locking mechanism up as high as possible.
16.There have 3pcs folding mechanism at the connection of long rails and 
short rail, hold up button to release the locking 
mechanism among steel tubes, Then turn over
 the lock mechanism of up and down side rail 
upwards to the release position 
(same as pic 16)

10(pic 10-1) (pic 10-2) (pic 10-3)

ADJUSTED RAIL



19.The images will been shown by the unacceptable beds and 
mattress(pic 19)

 

Frame Extended

UNACCEPTABLE BED.
NATTRESS,BOXSPRING&FRAME NOT INLINE

17. Fold the  4 plastic parts  at playpen bottom  side,make it at image
17 status(pic 17).
18.Please use the mattress to strap accessories and playpen’s body ,
then fix it by velcros,put it into carry bag and zip it up by zipper,
then you can take playpen to travel now(pic 18).
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16(pic 16-2)

(pic 19-1) Acceptable bed in line: 
Mattress,box spring&frame 
aligned(pic 19-1) 

(pic 16-1)

(pic 19-2)

Attention:There have three buttons inside fabric covers, 
please hold the buttons tightly against fabric cover directly,
make sure the second locking been adjusted to image 4 position,
then you can hold the button very tightly and press down the knots. 
Please don’t use too much force to press the knots, 
please repeat steps 15 and 
steps16 if the knots not been 
release.



Maintenance

Wash  the fabric cover of playpen’s body and double layer bassinet 
and mattress,please rinse it by brush,then clean out all water,
put it under shadow,let it dry.
For the very dirty position,please dilute detergent,then use 
detergent to rinse it,clean out the detergent thoroughly.
Wipe out the dusts gently,then clean the playpen’s body with 
damp clothes,after that,erase the water by dry clothes.
The playpen’s body will become black or obsolete if you did not 
erase the water.
Do not use bleacher. Put the cushion in the dark place to dry in the
shade. Do not use dryer to dry it.
Do not let your playpen in direct sunlight. Otherwise, the plastic 
and fabric parts will fade.
If any damages or broken at mattress or beds,please stop using it,
then contact with client service department immediately.
Due to the continuous improvement of products, design and 
specifications are subject to change without notice.
The pictures in instructions are just for reference. 
They can not represent the actual product.




